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INTRODUCTION _

Recently; /many educators; teachers; administrators, . parents, and
legislative leaders have expressed a renewed interest in the educatiOn of
the gifted/1nd talented. several factorsare responsible: a backlash against
the emphasis on the mentally and hysically handicapped; a recognition
Of the lack of effort toward helping the gifted, and the desire to help a
group that probably encompasses our potential- social, political; and

home leaders.
Whatever the causes, the burgeoning interest is aboon four society-,

But we must heed what research has shown and plan programs and
strategies accordingly. In an effort to increase general awareness and help
provide some of the background for Program development; I have

-examined the research in the field and have attempted to answer some of
the more common questions about educating gifted and talented
indiYiduals.

CHARACTERISTICS

Some people think _gifted individuals are-set apartrm the rest of
society by .a combination of strange characteristics. Typically; a gifted
person is thought_ to bi an introverted bOokworm; an uncoordinated
recluse; a nialadjiiSted; humorless; social outcast. Although theses _

stereotypes weriAiiproved yearsago (Yoder; 1894; Tennan,.. 1904)
(50);* many stillNring toAem Actually; ,these and other researchers
have-found the gifted to be-social as well as intellectual ltad-ers (Ter--
than; 1959; Oden; 1968). After an extensive reN;iew. of research in the
gifted; -Gallagher stated that the gifted are "almost: invariably more
popular and more socially accepted: than children at: other_ levels: of
intellectual .(24) :.. s.

Citherini Morris Cox; in a classic study in 1926; compiled ails; of
characteristics Cif the tifted by analyi-ing and.Comparifig the biOgraphical
data of 301 famous individuals in many fieldi: She found follOWing f,
Outstanding traits; which she labeled rcharacteristics of eminence;"
could be tised to describe these persons:. trustworthy, conscientious,
influential; self - confident; self - perceptive, quick of apprehension, ,pro-
found of apprehendon, creative, and forceful. In additioqi she found the
gift0 poss-essed extraordinary leadership; common sense; keen o-bSer-
.vation, and or_"quiet deteniiinatiou.7 (13)

Other researchers Have also compiled liSts: of personality traits; but
most have reinforced Cols list or have added additional characteristics.
(14) Some studies; for example; have.noted that the gifted possess a wide

. Numbers in parentheses:appearing in the text refer to the Selected References beginning
on Page 29: -
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range of abilities rather than just one interest. Terman, in his Genegc

.Szufies of Genius, cites many gifted indivithialS who demonstrate this
diversity of interests. A fortylear-61d actress; foil example; was' also a
charnpionshipskater, a professional dancer; an illustrator; and the authbr
of several play and two novels. (77) Cox als9 points to this diversity of

,-" interests in her I* case studies. (13)
:Several' conteiriporary _researchers and educattirs. have updated ,

classic lists and have cited the follbwing additional. traits common- to
gifted andtalented individuals.: curiosity; large vocabulary, good reading
ability; persistenw, good -health, good coordination; concern:about
world issues and problems, high goalS and high expectations of seifiand
others, mature sense of !tumor, ability to make unusual but valid
associations andrelationships, and interests in many areas. (35; 32; and
SO) These lists certainly do not contain all the characteristics of the gifted;
nor do all the gifted possess all of these charicteristics..

Sbnie gifted and talented individuals have difficulty.coping with the
tensions ire- ated when-Social, Cultural; :educational, or personal' barriers
prevent thernfroarrachigying their potential. Odell (58) compared IGO of
'the most and the least successful males in Terman's study and found
'differencesibetween the two groups. The most successful were. froni.
higher familieS, Were . encouraged by their'
ranked higher as ascents involitiorial, intellectual, moral; and social
traits, and had more self-confidence and -Perseverance. She also found
that twice as Many of the successful males graduated:: from ;college add
had had fewer emotional and social difficulties Torrahce -(78) stresexl
the need to help gifted individuals achieve their potential by designing
strategies to help thein cope with tensions created by personal abilities
and by limiting cultural pressures. When gifted and talented individuals
are allowed to achieve their full pOtential, they can make outstanding

on_cniributions to society. On the other. hand, When frustrated in thiS

benefit
they drop out of the: ainstream of society and we inse

the benefit of their abilities.
In 1972 the. United States Office of Education recognized-that thetraits

oJf gifted individuals fall into six-areas: general intellectual ability; -

specific academic aptitude; creative or productive thinking; leadership
ability; visual and performing arts; and psychomotor ability. A gifted
individual is one who possesses exceptional abilities in' ny of these areas,
either singly or in combination. (V) In this sway gifted and talented are
grouped ulider one umbrella, although some educators; still; distinguish'
between thetwo categories Stallings, for example, clasSifieS as.talented
thos=e individuals who demonstrate a single talent in one specialized area
(21) Havigliiiist, on the Other hand; defines as one who is superior
in some .ability that can make him tstaiiding contributor to the
welfare.ofand quality of Hiring in society.". (31) Dorothy Sisk qnalifies

definition.when she states that gifted is ateneral category
4' thatencompasses individualsWith superior talentS. (69) In this text, the

,5/



gifted and Went are meant to include those ihdividuals Who possess
superior e or more,of the_six

,
categories cited above.

IDENTIFICATION,

.

Badkground
. .

Before the 1950s most vzhicitors.and school systems tended to follow
Terman's example and based most decisions about giftedindividuals on

.
and cticilastiC. achievement scores. Standardized group intelligence

, tests, such as the California' Tests of Mental Maturity, were often used to
determine IQ, In these tests edhcators were Iiiioking for exceptional'
'ability in verbal or perfonthice IQ or a combination Of the two (41) For
final identification; or in those programs that had sufficient financial

-supPort, educators used individual-IQ tests such as the Wesihreescales
7(WJSC) and the Stanford Rivet. Most considered an IQ of 130 or above to. :
fall in the gifted range: ;

n

With the greater emphagis on intellietual. §upeqority at the end of the
'fifties and_arly sixties; some educators anckresearchers_ turned ,their
attention Away from IQ and aohievernent scores to other- areas of ..

'.giftedness-. If P. GuiffOrd; with his analysis 'of the human - intellect and
resultant Structure of the Intellfct m6del,;pt-ovided a theoretical basis for
examining other facets oe the individul apart frOht IQ: (30) I'his work.
was hig,hly, significant as it provided both the frculiework and tKiimetus
for moreiesearch into areas of intelligence other th-an thosepeasured by
the IQ. tests, Othei:Jei-earchers like :Getzels and Jackson; E. Paul
Torranct; Joe Kfillena.- and ;Wallach and Kogan helped criate and
evaluate creativity 'tests and methods of bringing out creativity in
students, As reported by Khatena (42) E. Nut Torrance has derived six
areas of creative thinking ability:74enc---the abilityjo prOduce many
ideas to a specific stimulus;jrerzbthtythe tozprodOce different
kin& of ideas; .origiri4liik=the ability to prOduce 'unus ideas;

. -,etaborationthe ability to add details to an idea; synthesis: the ability to
gq-ombine two, or more figures into a related .whole; and closure the
ability to delay comiletion,of a task to allow for the mental leaps that
make possible the creation of original ideas.

Furthermore; the humanistic feelings of the sixties prompted many to
look for more equitable ways to identify gifted individuals of subculture
groups and those with language.difficifities. These attempts resulted in
die creation of instruments -that do inot assume that all shthe common
cuituraI an&' language backgrounds. Researchers at this time also,
attempted to identify the gifted and talented -.through 'the use of
biographical inventories. behavioral tecldists and ratipgS. and parent
nominations.

rs
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Although researchers have long considered these other identification

procedures tO.'he important, until tecently most 'school syStems relied
prirnatily on standardized tests and teacher nominations:In fact; with the
rapid growth of inteieSt is services for the mentally and: physically

. handicapped during Me sixties =dearly Seventies, many schools shelved
. all identification ProCeduies for the-gifted In 1972 the U.S. Office of

Edification Report showed a fEnew.-ed federal interest in the gifted_and this
began to have its effect on Schooll throughout thecountrx,12U) This time

. .

many schools attempted to examine-several areas of giftedness. Con- ;
..eque,n9y, educators haye begun to look. for a variety. identification
instruments that can tielp them locate gifted and talented indhiduals.

Ideptification progedures
Many `schools still tend to rely .on' standardized tests, gradeS, and

.1. teacher ibminations fOr sleeting studentS fbr gifted: and talented. .
programs. Befoies using these, however, program developers should

explore
some of the-limitations of these measures and examine other

mdthods of identifying students as these others are more reliable for the '
. - .pditicular *gram envisioned.

.i
Statidardized Group tests

Groin of IQ. and achievement are commonly used to identify
gifted and Mien -students. However, group IQ and achievement' tests .

share common limitations. First, as gro tests they,are design:xi for the
average student and often fail to t into account some of the
characteristif gifted itudents, The ceilings in these tests are often too
lowlediscriminate between the bright and the gifted, and the questions
usuajly are aimed; at lower level cognitive skills such as recall and
comprehension, (42) _<

Second, as part of the objectfve nature of these teas, a student's
answers arelimited to specific cheiicesof "correct" answers choserarom
various alternative's- Because the gifted individual often has grmiter
insight and is able to see beyond a sonietirnes superficial response, he or
she may see all of the alternatives as ;'wrong" or =lire circumstances in

_ Which the "wrong;' answers :actually be -6oriect.'' (80 For
example, asktd to select the-work activity between a
playing basketball and a max or "woman Chopping w
may realize, that both basketball and W6Od choppin may be work or
leisure:detretidini on the actual situation.

Xfnrd, both iciieverney tests often rely h vily on the printed
word. This orientation penalizes students with ding probleitis and

6 stfidentS *hose langnagehackgrpund is differ= in that of the average



. suidetiOn the United States. (49) Many gifted and talented students are
members of both groups. - 7- -..

Wallach questions whether academic tests can predict accomPlisfituent
of students above the intermediate irange. Although' these tests may ,
indicate those students. who will perforinmell dn subsequent:. ts; 'they
will net accurately identify those students who may aciti." ; high
academic success: Wallach suggests tharfor students who:same in the:

_

upper ranges of =ademic tests, their products in specific areas s.hould be
used as indicators of future accomplishment. (83) , i .

,-.7. Pegnato and Birckaompared the effectiveness of various identi pcation
measures using an indivi4ualizetl IQ test as the final criterion. One ipf their
findings was that the group IQ test used failed to identify nearly '50

' per Cent of the gifted students. In other .wordS, if, the identification
fcommittee had used a group IQ score of 125 or better to identi r an

. individual as lifted, :the committee_ would have faildi to include
approximately half of those individuals who would score above 125 on an
individual IQ test: (60) ' . V 'e

In sum; the group IQ and achievement tests frequently fail to locate.
thoseindivithg.Who have gifts. in Other areas and evektnany who are .

..atnially academically talented.

Teits ,
IQ tests, such as the Stanford-Bidet and the ,WISC or ,-

WISC-I2, the most commonly used final measures oftiftednessin
most schools: These tests may have an advantage Over the group IQ tests
in that the examiner may note personal qbservations of the student's
responses in addition to citing. answers as correct or incorrect, The
interview procedure of the individual IQ test also enalikes the examiner tp
make the testing situation less-threatening thartthe group test situation: In

' addition, these individdal tests offer a greater varietyxif respoOes, verbal
and nonvertial, than most group IQ tests. One administrative drawback'
for schools is the expense; individual-IQ tests-usually require a trained
'psychologist to adminiSter and are more time - consuming than group

(Special Note: The preceding comments on both grouP and individual
IQ tests are based on published materials A-Viewed for thiS report7 The
NEA has admit-1y defined position on its objections to stanclardizediests-. °.:

For a Complete statement on these issues F recommend you consult the
NEA publication Standardized Testing lsSues: Teacheri' Perspectives.)
(75)

-

Behavior Rating Seates
Based on the characteristics of gifted" individuals, behaviorarating

sqles--such as the Renzulli-Hartinan-Callahan Scale--can provide 7



parents, teachers; and other concerned persons with guidelines for
identifying the gifted and talented. 'While few would suggest that such
scalessoutd be used as sole determinants of giftedness; many believe the
identification process should certainly include the use of thiSt miles in
order to catch gifted individuals other instruments might overfook. (49)
These rating. provide for direct obserVation of one's behavior rather
than inferring behavior on the basis of a test result. The Scales ao not,
however; always measure the came attributes, as IQ test's. When
Lowrence and Anderson studied the effectiVeness of the

:Itartman scale as an identification measure, they folind only one of the
sections, learning characteristici, had a significant correlation with the
WISCilt. The other three sections did riot: (47)

AS with Other' instruments, such as the biographical inventories; the
.restilts of the behaVir 664 scales should be interpreted with regard to
.the resources of the SchOol and the community and the goals of the ,

program= In addition; persons using the scales sh§tild be trained in both
the interpretation obehavior apd the meaning of the ratings.

;

creativity jests
, sv.

Creativity-tests can be valuable indicators of flexibility; otigil/alitY;
fluency, anaejao'ration--traits often missed or even4ienalized by IQ and
acliievementsts. In a program that hopes to work with divergent and
creative thinkers.; it is vital to locate these individuals who might be
overlooked by the other instrtimenfS. 'However, if the :program also
stresses academic performance,lhe individual who; score`s .high on the

- creativill tests should also score high on the IQ test.
Stv -01sesearchers have examined relatiOnShip bitween creativity

and fQ1' In their classic study, Getzeis and JackStin noted that students
who scared high on creativity tests4id as well academicallfas those who
scored hip on IQ tests. Torrance; citing evidence from eight studies that
replicated the Getzels and Jackson study; stated that when both the IQ and
the creativity- test, score were high; the student had no problem with

'academic efforts; however; when the.IQ score dropped below 120, Bit
individual sometimes had scholastic' difficulties. (24) . ,

Teacher Nominations . .

= Pegnato and Birch &Lind that teachers do .not locale:the gifted
Nindividual either effectively or ef&iertly. teicheis not only

Missed nominating over half t.5- th4: gigid -sia` iients. but they "als4
identified ffitifted many. students; witi5 were in the average range on the
122 test used (60) Other rescirch6 have found teaches nomination. of
gifted Individuals even:less effective. Jacobs (37) found,that-primary

8 : teachers were able to*,identify only.10 percent of the iifted_children in
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their clams. In a suinniary of research irithis area Gemr. Concluded that
nomination by untrained teachers was of very limited snsefulness but
that with some training in identification of gifted individuals, teacherS ;
can accurately nominate sttidents=forgifted programs (26) .

Teachers often fail to identify gifted individuals4bcIcaUse of their
commitment to the norm and to the situation. Teachers tend to stress
academically accepted behavior; such as neatness and punctuality; above
inteilecttial. endeavor; such-fas persistent questioning Te.aChers often

Treward students for punctuality and neatness; while die-gifted individual
sometimes operates on other assumptions and does not always display
thesenTaits....(80) Teachers also fail to nominate gifted individuats becauSe
of the group situations in which they usually have to:operate..These
teachers are sometimes wary when a student's questtonSand answers do
not fops. directly on the topic milder consideration. Since., gifted
individuals often reach beyond the issues' at hand, make leaps inlogic,
and pursue thoughts beyond the point at which the average student's and

hers stop; their answers are often viewed as incorrect. Sometimes
becatise of their pursuit of an interest unrelated .to specifiC glasswork;
gifte&students do indeed give incorrect answers: In short; the gifted
are often penalized for the very _characteristics indicative of giftedness
and this receive poor grades and poor academic recommendations.

Parent WQmulation
Parents are often overlooked as sources for identifying giftecf,and- .

talented child.* because the screening committees feel/ they nily be
ltaufd. Ho,wever; many educators and researchers have discovered that
parents-can nialte.excellent evaluations; especially if given the opportun-
ity to supply_ aiecdotal information about the gifted Child. (36)

faith in patents-as a reliable source for identifying gifted children
eclioes the findings of kin Jacobs in 1971: Using Idnargarteti Children as
subjects, Jacobs Coingiired the effettiveness of parent nomination and
teacher nomination with the results on an individual IQ test. He found that
wlilletheteicherscould coxicctly nominate only 9.5 percent of ;he gifted
students, parenti reretilito select 61 percent. Jaciabs concluded** not _-

only were parents more accurate in their nominations, but ilieywerealSo
more conservative and showed Jess of a tendency to Overestimate their

' children's. than thete2tchers.,(37) .

Biographical Inventories
of the individual's backgroundand interests are always

valuable as they provide iniightt oftenrniSsed by the more standardized -- "-
instruments. One clear advantage these' inventories have over thei
"standardized tests is that specific items may be used separately from the

xest:,1bis allows, the screening committee the -opportunity to highli



those bebayiors and interests 'directly relevant to the. program they
envision for their xhobl: the "scores" on the inventory can be derived

. from the number of pertinent hehaviors and imaresis, thus ensuring a
direct relation between the instrument and the program-. fa their 1974

,survey of res;earch the Institute for Behavioral Research in Creativity
fliund that biographical ieveritcnieswere generally effective predictori of
success in .many fields. In the Institute's own study, the inventor)? they
devised proved to be a very effective predictor of students 'with, hip;
potential for academic talent,. leadership ability, and .artitic or musical
ability; (34)

CAlture Fail- tests
-Many objective tests of intellertual ability have been criticized for

being culturally biased, for containing items that assume a common
culnirattiaaground--that of theinajonty._ The culture fair tests attempt
to overcome this limitation by stressing nonverbal items. In their 1972
valtation 91 a cultural fair test, Skagen-and Fitzgibbon found that 16Wer

scores are indeed, particularly evident an verbal languagetestt 'for
these with' cultural backgrounds different from the majority. They also

uded th4in a "disadvantaged population aeulture fair or nonverbal.
to be preferred:'1170) Any test; howeQer, will proloa6lr contain'

ms that have ie.. associations 4tini. different
cultures and will not:he entirely nolinrefair:

cc.

Rqcornmend6d .Procedur sgs
. .

Many researchers are finding that a combination of approaches appears-
.. lo be the most effectiVe mtthaesf identilyii2g- gifted and talented

students: Renzulli and Smith cornpartx1 a traditional approach comprised
of group ability tests and individual IQ tests With a case sttidy. approach
comprised of aptitudeandior.achievernetit scores,-ratings by.pa:srandi-or 7

t teachers, past performance, parent ratings,. add self atings: (64)
They foiind the case study method generally superior to the traditional.

in identifying gifted SttidentS, especially .among minority
groups. In addition', they.found the case study approach islesi costly and=
less time consuming than. ihe;traditiotiaPmethod. While many would .

concur ttiat the case study 'iPProadh is more effective, ihey would be sur-
prised at the.finding that it is also more Ffficient.

- Jackson and Robinson (36) provide additional guidance for identifying
the gifted and talented, espefially at the prichool level. First, they
suggest that .children be allowed several apportu_n es to derionstrate
the-it .invenectud and ,7etitive skills , SeCond, ins of taking an
ladhjidnars average score across Various instruments, as is often done,

_ficati amtte hotltheideation co d consider the child Isbestperfoiroince
jp. and -inclitcte him pr her in therograin'on that basis. Third; Jackson'and

-.



Robinson fOund that parents' anecdote's of their,Childreni.behaviors may
give More insight into early giftedness than testing situations or
.questionnaires. and checklists:. .Finally. the researchers strongly:suggest

any identification procedure be '-'tied to the pkgram for which the:.
'childrenire being ideritified."- ; .

kleger, in his.ektensive report on thresearch andsindance lab-oratory
at the University of Wisconsin, presents several' premises for identifica- _

Lion. He suggests that the idernifieation procedUre' should. contain a .

Variety of techniques and should continue over a long period of time
Nigger states Mat at least some of the identification techniques should be
individualized; takiii*.into accdunt the culturakexperientiafenvironment
of the individual:. He also suggests that' the piticess "requires systematic
involvement of professionals who: obServ.e the individual directly and.
understand his or, her cultural background,. To examine individual per-

..A.:-
formances,-both self-chosen and requireOfforts shoilld be assesied, (61)

The identification proceditre may be.yiewed, as a two-stage process'
The first stage would consist of screening individuals through group tests;
to her nominations (by teachdrs trained in recognizing' gifted individu-
als); peer recOrnmendations, and:Other ginerallYpertinenfinfonnation '
geared to specific kind of gifted prOgrain envisioned:. z.

Second, based on 'a;student's best-effort.. the screening confinittee
would select a smaller number of students. for more individualized
identification._ Special consideration should be given those; students on
the frinsethcr with culturally different backgrounds, language
difficulties, and records of discontent. In the t5ood screening stage the

should be given several opportunities.todemonstrate excep-
tional ability-in the specific areas to be developedn the Program: Thege
'opportunities may include biographical inventory; interviews; parental
anecdotes; and examination of student work; such as papers; paintings;

.

fiIms.,,or dramatizations: .
---

When making final decisions for the program, thestorrunittee should
my to include all those students who might .excel in it. Consequently,
admission into the program-should be based on an indication of potential,
not on an average of test scores or accompliihment..

. .

MisconceptiOns

PROGRAM

; .

. . ,

Three popular misconception; seem to plague those who attempt to .
develop programs fOr gifted and talented students. As program develop-

.. ers raise the issue ofleaching the gifted; their audience often thwarts

12
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'Wither exploration by suggesting that the gifted are already provided for,
that gifted and talented students will succeed 'anyway, and that if a student
is differentiated from hisiher agernates; he or she will suffer, from dire
social and emotional problems: misconceptions should be ad-
dressed prior to initiating any program for gifted students-as they will
mrtainly_be brought up by some administrators, teachers; and parents.

Misconeeption One: The gifted are already provided
fbez

Critics of spedial programs often claim that we spend too _much money
on exceptions, that enough has already been done for the gifted or bright
Student: Many believe schools have alteady.instituted programs for the.

gifted and that the real neglect is with the average student. 7

The group that should and does receive the most attention is the
,"'average -" Nearly "all of teacher training concentrates on preparing the

teacher to instruct the "typical" class of "average" students, as this is
the group most teachers have or will have in their classes Most of the
materialS pinChased for instruction are directed at.'"average" students, as
they constitute the bulk of the school Population. Finally, most of the

- published cuircular materials are designed for "average" students; as
-this group encompasses the largest and most profitable market. (82) We
may not hedoing enough for the 'average student; bin we are focusing
most of our resources in that direction already: .

When we -compare _allocations of resources for different areas of
exceptionality, we find that the gifted do not fare well In a 1970 report of
27 -Model school districts in five states with superior programs, for
exceptional Children; the allocation of 'monies and programs was
described by type-of exceptionality: (56) The results were:

Type of aeeptionality
'Physically haridicappal
Auditorily handicapped.,
;Visutilly,handicatiied
ErnOtiOnally disturbed
'Multiple handicapped
Special learning 'disorders
Trainable mentally retarded
Educable mentally retarded
Homebound1Hospital
Speech-handicapped

12 ftnellectualfy gifted

Money per

PuPil
`1 (above normal

all-OM:ern

$1,729
1;303
1;290
1;199
1;133

761)

721
570
275
118
92

Number of
programs

15
18

17.

14
4

20
22.
22
21



These figures do not suggest that the other areas of exceptionality are
'receiving too much attention.1Wher. these data indicate that in relation
to other areas of exceptionality; the gifted student is not "already -

provided for," ' =

In 1972the U.S. Office of.Education concluded that he federal role in
providing services to the gifted and talented was "all but nonexistent."
The report found that 21 states did not provide any services for their'
.gifted, and no state provided fora majority of its gifted. When elementary
and secondary school principals were asked about programs for their
'gifted; 57.7 percent stated they did not have anygifted students in their
schools. The report concluded that at leaSt. three-fourths of the gifted'.
poptilatiZn in the United States receives43b_special attention Of any kind
(20) Accoiding to Dorothy Sisk the sitnation his not changed beik"ien.

7 1972 and 1978. Even: in 1978. only about 12 percent of the gifted
individuals)n our society were being served. Even the federal allocation
of funds for_the gifted 'was Minimal-i-approximately one dollarj,er gifted
student. (69) In summarizing the recommendations of the CouhCil.. of
Exceptional Children about education of the gifted. Zettel and Ballard
state. '.Most importantly, too many gifted and talented children are
suffering from neglect that derives from the failure to provide the special
educational support requiredto meet their: unique learning needs:" (85)

Misconception Two: The gifted will succeed
anyway.

It is widely believed that special programs.for the gifted and talented
are unwarranted b-ecause gifted individuals will succeed on their own.
Actually, the opposite is too often the case. Many gifted students do not
succeed within the present academie setting and drop Out of school of fail
to continue their education beyond high school: After studying the
dropout rate of gifted students in Iowa in 1962; Green found that 17.6
percent of the gifted students in that state were not completing high
school. (29) A significant number of gifted students who remain in the
system and should be performing at the highest levels achieve only
average or below average grades. In 1957 Miner reported his examination
of the achievement of 251 gifted children. He concluded that 54.6 percent
were working below levels of which they were intellectually capable, and
that a majority of theie students were working'at least four grade levels
below their potential. (85)

These findings are not so surprising when we consider some of the
personality and khavioral characteristics of gifted individuals
divergent and critical thinking and persistence in demands and questions.
Many of these traits not only go unrewarded in classrooms but are often
penalized as teachers sometimes regard them as unacceptable behIviors.
This is borne out by the grades many gifted students receive and by the 13



unreliability of teacher nomination of gifted students. In their iiiveStiga=
tion of gifted -children in regular .elementary elatStOdiri
Gallagher and CroWder found that_ the gifted itiidentS Were POoiiy
motivated and frustrated by the rigidity and ititellectiial Sterility of the
regular classroom : (25);
- While gifted and talented individuals often suffer in classes where no-

provisions have been Made to accommodate their special abilities; they
to succeed in special classes. In an extensive study of 929 gifted

students; grades -12. in California; Simpson and Martinson found. that
gifted students in speciar programs. madesigriificaraly greater galas in
'academic achievement than gifted students in regular classes. The gifted
in spetial,classe advanced -an average of twiaLacadethicyeap.while the .- ,
equally gifted inregularclasSes ad:inced'ordyOne academicyear. (68) In
short, the gifted individual may be able to maintain average growth if kept
in a regidar class, but the same individual will probably not achieve full
potential unless Spcial provisions are made to accommodate and build
upon her or his special gifts.

The lack of challenge and realistic goal-setting for the gifted may foster .

- poor academic attitudes and lazy study habits that could further impede
full acadeinid achievement The attitudes and habits instilled in young .
become increasingly difficult to eradicate each year they are reinforced.

Misconception Three: The gifted student is a special
program will have emotional and social problems;

Many, including parents; teachers; and administrators, believe that the
gifted and talented student will suffer severe problems with peers and self
if set apart froth agemates. Most research has shown this .to be false.
Indeed; many problems are brought on by the frustration of ability. In her
report for the U.S. Office of Education; Ruth Martinson stated that
researchers have found that gifted individuals who participated in special
programs did not suffer social or personality problems, become con-
ceited, or have additional health problemS. _(93) Walter Barbe, after
surveying graduates of Cleveland's Major Work Program, found the
participation in special classes for the gifted helped a majority of these
individuals adjust to different groups. (2)

One cause of the myth that gifted persons in special programs will have
emotional and social problems is the story of William James Sidis; who
entered Harvard College in 1909 at age 11 and died alone at age 46;
having failed to achieve the heights that his giftedness portended: After
researching this story and the fixes of many other gifted individuals,
Kathleen Montour concluded that. Sidis's. tragedy was unique and that
many other gifted individuals who are allowed to proceed at their own
rate and in accordance with their own goalS lead successful and happy

14 lives. (53) Cecilia Sialano also explored the relationShip bttWoen



precocity and Subsequent achievement. She concluded .thafthe giftedare .

successful adultS and continue to demonstrate excepiional abilities and'
-success; especially if their achievements are viewed in relation to their
own goals. _(72)

In summary, our society 'has: not provided sufficient funding or
programs for gifted_ students, either in comparison- with the average

. student or even with other areas. of exceptionality?. Research _has .

demonstrated that. the gifted an_ talented studenf does benefit
special programs, and some evidence demonstrates that the gifted
individual may even be penalized if not provided with special attention
Finally; the gifted individual .is not harmed socially; emotionally; or
physically by being placed in special program designed to help him or
her achieV8 full potential:On/the contrary, Many educators believethat_ , -

.
emotional problems may occur more readily if the gifted inifividual is not
placed in a special program.

Types of Programs for Gifted and Talented
For purposes of discussion I have classified the various types of

programs and learning experiences. for gifted and talented students as
either homogeneously grouped programs, accelerated- programs, or
enriched programs. Many variations exist within each category and,
indeed, many programs.involve all three types. The programs are sitnilar
in that each type assumes some kind of differentiated instruction is
necessary for the gifted incfividual; and the most successful learning,
experiences build upon the characteristics of the gifted individhals within
the respective programs.

Homogeneous Groups' of Gifted
When we identify specific criteria for programs and select students for

those pro ms on the basis of these criteria,,we are grouping homogene-
ously. The basic assumption behind this type. of program is that the gifted
will benefit froth interaction with gifted peers and from initruction
designed to meet their particular areas of strength.

Homogeneously grouped programs range from separate schools for
gifted students to summer or weekend institutes for gifted individuals.
Schools sucll as the City Honors School in Buffalo, New York, Hunter
Elementary and High Schools and the Bronx School of Science in New
York City, the Houston School for Performing Arts irkTexas, and the
Major Work Prograth in Cleveland establish entrance criteria for
students within their geographic area and gear instruction throughout the

. school to especially benefit the gifted and talented. Other systerns; such
as fie A-Two program in Brockton; Massactinsetts; set aside part of a
school and faculty for the instruction of gifted students: likthese situations
students identified as- gifted usually receive separate; special, academic 15
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instruction and pacticipate in classes such as 'art and physical odtidation
/ -with the re si of the student bOdY.

Many schatils have homogeneous groupings for specific classes; such
as English or science, or for specific areas of giftedness; such as visual or
perforining arts. Theprograms in these schools vary from special classes
within a subject area to weekend or sununerprograms for "fic
individuals. The Talcott MountainScience Program in Avon; Connecti-
COL for example, provides weekend projects for students th particular

in science.
Some schools provide \sununer programs for gifted

student& The Governor's SChool in North Carolina, for eX
d talented

ple,..Select
students from throughout the state to participate in SpeCial summer
experiences in various academic _areas: Other summer programs ern-.
,has17P creative and prnductive4bilities, such as Horizon's Unlimited

_

program in Keene, New Hampshire. These kinds of programs usually ;
identify individuals in specific areas of giftedness arid then provide
part time instruction to help theraachieve their potential in these selected

While research in homogeneous grouping has been inamclusive, some
studies have indicated that it is siiccsftil for gifted, especially if
provided across' age groups and AcCompahied by spetial tea-clier training
and preparatict for the particular group. After reVieWitigthblieStarsh in
this area, IvIartinstin concluded; Those NV*) 'optic:it [homogeneous]
grouping have: relied on opinion rather tharievidence". Recent stucfies
have: hown that administrative arrangenients [.vithout curricular mod-
ification] for the gifted as such produce no change. Any Plan must
ineltide active and appropriate intervention to \succeecl" (50) The
homogeneous group programs; it seems; must he more than just
administrative pipe dreams: The students'need materials, curricula, and
instruction different final that found. in regular elasks. When these
provisions are made; some researchers have found that the gifted in
homogeneously grouped situations fared better than gifted in heterogehe=
ous climes. (68)

ilecelerated Programs
One of the more controversial approaches to education. for the gifted

/ and talented is the accelerated program; These programs may take
cliffereht forms, including early acfini5Sion to kindergarten,. high selgol,
and college; rapid movement throtigh grades; and the bypagtihg of grades
in specific subject areas. Critics of this type:Of -suggest 'that
acceleration is not appropriate because the individual will not be able to
mature socially and emotionally with chronological peers...

- In 1938 Keys reported stddies of the effects of acceleration on students
' who entered the University of California 'at age 16.5or less with a contra
group of students who entered at:age 17. or above He found that the

16 accelerated group was significantly 'Superior in all arms of amidernics,
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including grade point:average; scholarships; and academicawards, The
accelerate&held. more class offices than the non-acceleiates, and took part
in more activities; including athletics.; Fmally; Keys -found that those with
the greatest number ;of behavior problems were either non-aclerated
bright students or accelerated students of average intelligence.; (40)-He
concluded that given an IQ of 140 or- above a boy should enter college at
about age 10 and a girl half a year younger.-

Tweaty=two years later, Morgan reaffirtisd this finding. She compared-
25 gifted children five years after 12 of ticem,had been accelerated in
elementary school. She found the accelerated strident& to be superior to
the non-accelerated students in academic distinctions and social leader-
ship,. he alio found that the accelerated 'students tended to shotv better
social.adjasiment than the non-acceterated students. (54).

Sortie educators have indicated that acceleration' not only helps the
gifted and tajented, but that the failure. to accelerate may harm the
indiVidtral: While citing advantages of acceleration, Bish states that
emotional problems May result from keeping gifted students in classes
that de; nor challenge them, and that acceleration tends to contribute to
increased -social maturity in gifted students. (5) r

After surveying the research- in acceleration; Stanley states -gnat
acceleration ugh-college will not htirt the emotionaldeveropmeni of
the gifted individual: He concludes that non-acceleran often frustrateS
..the learning pace of the,gifted student and results in emotional and
a6ademic problems.- (76)

One of the Major reasons for acceleration is tenable thegifted student
to enter the professional world earlier and thereby have k.grea1.ei-
opportunity for production thanworild be possible if this entrance were
delayedby school. Lehman in 1953 and Pressey in 162 provide support
for this :strategy. Lehman analyzed different professions and the ages at ".
whichmembers of these rqessions tfereinost productilie, He concluded
that the most produCtivity)Occurred into the early thirties and then
declined, (27) Pressey found a high correlation between early earning of
doctorates and professional success: (27) .

In adtfition; Bish indicatei-that acceleration also resultsitt ToWercosts
for both the individual and the school as less time is spent going through
the academic system. (5) Jackson supports this economic .factor,
indicating that one year Of acceleration saves th6 individual $7,500 in .

costs and adds aboin $10;003'in earnings. (36) These findings; coupled
with the findings of higF-acadefinc achievement and lack-of emotional
and social disorders; make a strong case for acceleration.

Milton Gold; after reviewingthe research in acceleration, concludes
that why stand'ards for acceleration are maintained, the-accelerated

. individual: will probably reach higher leVels of academic achievernent and
will not suffer more emotional*PrOblems than non-accelerated students.
He cautions, however, that acceleration should not exceed
throhg,hout die 12-year program. (27) GRIer also cautions against more 17
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acceleraion without modification of the curriculum to meet the gifted
individual's unique abilities: (19) Renzulli.,. too; warns against w..celera-
tion without nicklifidation, as instruction Would probablynot begeared to
gifted individillls but rather to older students in regular classes. "Then
everyoneends cup marching to the tune of the same drummert , albeit at a
faSter rate,' (62) ./z

Ptogtamdevelopers considering accelerated programs should be sure
to avoid the rapid grade - skipping that results in gaps in learning..,Each
student syould be considered individually, taking into accountbisor her
social and emotional groVith as well as his or her intellectual capacity.

suggests that acceleration is valuable for the truly giftel but
wotakilot t* appropriate for average or bright-average students. (31)
Keksugzests the best time to 'aecelerate is in the elementary grades, as

AAerated

will help avoid many of the problems that might liinder the
lerated individual (27) This suggestion lib's been borne 'our by.other

reieirchers who hiVe found that students who were accelerated early
maintained their uperiofity thrOughout their school years. (4, 33)
;Although Jackstn and bthers tee:a potential difficulty with motor skills,
they believe the alternative to acceleration of theyoung gifted individual
is tieneleration, (19) .

,

In sum,iacceleration can benefit the gifted indivi ; especially if care
is taken with the selection and the program; It seems advantageous
to initiate acceleration early; selecting those gifted individuals whci
display social maturity. as well as intellectual superiority. Finally, the
accelerated pograna should provide more than just rapid, movement
through the grades: The curriculum should be modified to kuild upon the
pari:kular learning characteristics of the gifted and talented individuals
involved in the prograna:

EnriehMeht.Programs.
These programs usually involve supplementing the regular curriculum

with activities that provide more insight into a specific topic'or area of
study: The varieties of enrichment are limited only b? the imagination
and include indcTendent study, supplemental learning kits or packets,

trips, and mentors.
Successful enriChment programs for gifted students usuall lure the

student to move beyond the routine acquisition of knowledge to examine
relationShipS among different areas or delve very deeply into a_few areaS.
The less effective programs fail to differentiate among students and
require the gifted to do the same as everyone else; oniftaster and more

;ciften. These- programs do not take into account characteristics of the
gifted such as their ability to draw abstract generalizations, to JmirsUe
topics of interest in great depth, and to demonstrate ideas in a variety of
ways:

18. Another 'problem. with some of the enrichment programs for gifted
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_students is that they tend to stop below the levels of the students. These
programs provide a variety of exciting activities, but often they do so
without sequence; direction, or ultimate goals. SuCcessful enrichment
programs for gifted apd talented ndividuals build upon the characteristics
of the particular gifted students.and challenge them to explore new areas

. orthltildrig and responding: Enrichment programs should provide a
...-4-.fuence of experiences desived to promote systematic fulfillment of
the gifted student's potentigl. :

The mentor type of enrichment program has offered valuable learning \.
experience for gifted and talented StudentS, but mentors must be carefully
selected to sufficiently challenge the student. Bruce Boston; suggested
that in programs that stress interaction between gifted students and
mentors; emphasis 'should be on observation, peiception, and problem-
setting and solving, ratherhan on verbal dissemination of information to
the gifted individual .Boston also suggested that both the gifted student
and the mentor ild be specifically selected for the progiam and should
be carefully ,tnatched: (7) Emichment through mentor-pupil interaction
may be espeCially.valuable for it not only"puts the gifted student in contact
with a specialist in a given field; but can also involve the community 'in
the program. Again, care must be taken withpuinl and mentor selection,

. .

and program developers must work with the pairs to be sure the
iences fulfill the needs of the individual and the gOals of the program. -

Other types of emichment include accelerated subject 'Matter units, ;,

team - teaching, in specific areas, small group interaction; lectures and
demonstrations; and instructional television 'programs.' '(56)* These
techniques may provide Valuable learning experiences for all students in a
clags, including the gifted: But unless the focus is on systematic
detlopment of abilities, these experiences may fail to provide the gifted
individual with sufficient challenge and sequence: They may be
interesting and fun but not so fulfilling as they might. otherwise be

. . Renzufli has developeYa sequence of enrichment activities that begins
with involvement on the part of All students and finally allows the gifted
students to pursue areas of interest in depth.. His "triad" begins-with
exploration of many potential areas of,interest, leads thrbugh a series of
exercises and games in which students:may refine skills necessary for the
development of thinking and feeling proCesses; and finally challenges the
gifted students 'to conduct in-depth investigations of specific areas of
interest. The last stage of the triad differentiates the gifted frointhe other
students a.s.. it presumes the ability, to pursue areas. of interest; draw
generalisations from many different areas, and produce quality work as
an expert in-a specific field: (62),.

Program Design
In a national - survey of programs for gifted students; Gourley et al.. 19



listed thecharaciteristics of good programs: clearlystated objectives, in:
service training; one or more teachers designated sokely for working With
the gifted; a consistent relationship among identification, prOaclitteS;
goals; selection of the, top three to five percent of the population;
sequential developinent of abilities, annual planning and evaluation; and

qualitative differenceS between programs for the gifted and
programS for other students." (28) The Major distinguishing feature of s4
successful programs for gifted, and talented students is .that, they are
carefully designed for a particular group' and not just tacked on to the 1-

regilat Cuniculum. ,.

To achieve the best possible program, program developers should
--proceed Carefully and methodically through a series of steps-to he Stile :

they-have covered all areas that should be cbtiSideted. Several edUctitoit
have pio;icled their interpretations of these steps. William VasSar listed
the following essential areas to be explored by a prOgraM development
team consisting of teachers adthinittratbit, curriculum specialists;.pupil
personnel staff, and parents: .

1. need for the program in the i-pecific school district
2. philosophy and objectives of the program
3.. type(s).of gifted to be included in the progratp
4. screening-andsidentification criteria
5. professional and lay staff to work with:the program
6: physical facilities and transportation
7. Mservice,training

differentiated, learniog and thinking activities. for the gifted.
individuals

9. administrative design
10. community resources

,11. special finiding
evaluation

13. role of parent(S) -

14. special consultative services
15 articalatiom (81)

,-Satmull includes many of these items in herliSti eiripha1
need to involve the entire staff in the prbgtatii. She furthersuggests that
program developers shbuld review the literature on teaching the gifted:
(10) Early in the planning stage, leadeihip should be assigned; and at
some point, the program design should take the form of a written
dOcument.

The steps in designing,a program are not necessarily sequential, but
rather, indicate areas that should be considered before attempting to
Implement the program: Program philosophy and bbjettiVeS,. for exam
pie; should reflect the needs and valueS of the community and should alio

provide a basis for selecting and identifyiog the gifted. However;
philosophy and objectives cannot be finalited until the prospective

20 population and available resources are knoWti. Cetirsequently; until each

g also the
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of the individual areas:has been initially explored, consideration of all
areas shotuld-renrain open.

Program Efalkration
There are several reasons for evaluating programs. First; a researcher

may wish to determine the effectiveness of a given program as it exists
without modification. Second; one may wish to describe a program tO. a.
specifie. audience; , such as .a school board; to justify ..requests for
additional funds. Third; an evaluator may be interested in both the
program and in. ways in which. the .program may be improved.

For most school systems the -lag approach would be the most
* beneficial. The evalhator makes suggestions for improvement throughout

the proCedure even though these suggestions may alter the structure of the.
'program. The reltearther; on the other, band; would not podify. the
program while in progress, as it would affect many of the Measures used.
The describer or fundseeker would 'probably not. , look.for areas of
-difficulty; since they 'might reflect negatively.on the, effectiveness of the
program. A complete program evaluation should do more thillfjust
describe what fihappening. Reynolds states, "The purpose of evaluation
in education is Simply to contribute to improvements in instruction,
certainly not to justify projeCts." (65)
_-Joseph Rerthilli highlights the goals of program evaluation as follows:

determining whether- or not objectiv& of a 'program are being
fulfilled; discovering .unplanned and unexpected results of the program;
detennining.the effect ofUnderlyirig policies and related activitieson the
;.program, providing continuous feedbaCknbout the program t6 partici-
pants; and suggesting both realistic and ideal program Modifications: (63)
Prior to evaluating the fulfillment of objectives, the program evaluator
should examine the relationships among the objectives, program goals,
identification procedures; curriculum, and the unique characteristics .of
the gifted population selected for the program. All elements should reflect
the special attributes of the gifted and talented students.

,Since the evaluation should include continuous f-cedback and modifica-
tion where necessary,; the evaluator should become involved with the
program in its initial stages. In this way questions concerning the
relationships among different eleinents May be asket4 and the piogram
objectives can be carefully constructed to assist the evaluation.

Rerrzulli suggests care should be taken with;the program objectives so
that the growth of higherinental proceSses is atop prioriyy. (63) Because
it is difficult to measure growth in 'this area and in/the affective hr
attitudinal areas, program developers sometimes state only easily
measured, lower-level objectives, such as the acquisition of knowledge.
But it is vital forprogram developers and the evaluator to work together to
delineate the higher level objectives--analysis; synthesis; and evaluation
of ideas; as well, as more affective objectives, such as attitudes toward al

- cs
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4poral issues. in addition to degcribing -these objectives; the program
dev.elopers,,ar?d evaluator shota..,ektilore the Many ways fidfillment

-these oltectives may be demonstrated As F.rwmanandSherwo-o-d (1965)
-conclude; if a program evaluator is-to, be intellective agent for social
change, he or: she Must be engaged in program development. (65)

Some program evaluators, especially those interested in the research,
acts of_the program, uSe staridardited tests to deter' Mine growth in
specific "areas. Wecause of the inappropriateness of ltandardized tests;
evaluators of programs for gifted:and talented students should conceii,
irate on specific goals and objectives for die:particular_orozram under .

.consideration
While the examination of goals and 'objectives will probably constitute

a major portion of the evaluation, the evakator should also eXfOre other
unexpected.: restiltsof the prograti. suggest, _valu le.
outcomes are. sometimes unplanned. (63) Thee outcomes should be
recognized by the evaluator and, postibly,biiiltAto arevised program.

Finally, as y.agsp.r has stated,: the 'prograur for, -the gifted
students should be significantly differin". firm the regular curriculum:
(82) These differences should be documented by the 'program evaliiatof;
as thotild the points,of intersection :between the regular curriculum and
the pr6grani forthegifted.In this way -the ptogram.ealtiator:confronts
questions coricernin& the necessity orprograms for thegifted and their.

- 'place in a Particular- system. .

In stunt-nary; program evaluation show include: early involvement of
the program evaltiatOr, continual exanun on ofAle relatidn.ship between
goals and objectives, identificationp

" teristies of -the. gifted popillation; ,clirification.of the 'Objectives an
met11644*-d demonstrating fultillinent of Objectives; determination of the
effects of unplannedAnd unexpected nfsults Ontfie prograrn;,sPecification.
of those aspects of the program that mike itidentifiably different front-the
regular curriculum; aplanation of relationships-between the.-prokrainfot'
the gifted and talented and the regular prograins; and disSeniination of

ures, and cliaiac-,

:t results o, appropriate. personnel. , '

ISSUES .,

In the previous sections we have cons tiered characteristics of the.
gifted and talented and procedures for identifying these indiAduals. In.
addition, we have emiloted some of themajor concerns aboin program

-design and development. 'Three other.' issues, however, merit special _

emphasis: the creatively gifted, the disadVantaged or Culturally-different T-
22: gifted; anti; finally; the-qualifications of teachers of the gifted. . ''
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Creatively Gifted
._

. In_ 4:recent NEA .report,_ E._- Paul -Torrance explored earthelies in
creativity, examined -curricular materials, and discussed- methods -,_ -
teachers. might use in >the clasSroom t9 motivate:andteach creativitklo
their studentS'-T; orrancfiisted Ilictivities which promote ...cieative. be- '
liavior; amon g them btainstonning and pre4em;solying..;experiences..-.
Creativity isalSo encouraged dirough.rewardl fiircniativeachieveinent
and-thratigtO:iieS-tablihinerit of a creative relationship between
teacher; Ind siudentt ,bSi.lriving some learning experiences without.'
evaluation, (79) Although Trysrandotesr.clisluss-itlentifiCation, of the '',

creatively gifted., thiS isZue'rei rains urdior concern of thole interested in
establishm prosrains rot the gifted. -- ;

-Most ...educators agree.t4t.trad.knonak_ipeasur6, such as group IQ tests,.
..7 actilevernent test; and teacher recommendation fail to idently individu

als whoevel-inthe,4eative- or productive - thinking areas; The tests tend !.;: .:
to ;measure' convergent itinldng rather than divergent and creative -

most standardized tests are looking for one "right." s_

art4wer;.creau-iely giftesi and _talented individuals _tend to have may
l'_"anSwers, -differed froin those the test would accept: Michael

.'V.fallich. compared scores on trlditional. measures. (including aptitude
tests.. grades; and achievement tests)- w0. actual attainments in science

7 research.- He found in nearly_ half the cOmparisons the relationship
.

.,between the measures and attainment was negative. Those who scored-.,.. .

low. on the-ideas ures often scored high-in attainment;nment: while those who
scored high on the measures seared low in attainment. (83) Teacher'
judgment . accordingto Ryall and Rykken; is also an unreliable source for
identifying persons gifted in creative and produCtive thinking. -.(67)_

The traditional instrumentsalso seem to measure abilities different
frorn thoSe measured by creativity tests: Torrance found fUndamental
differences betWeen high -creativity and high IQ individuals. Fresuggests...-:
that if;onlyetheuipef '20'percent Of _the scores on -an IQ test were
considered fit fir aprogratn, about .7° percent of those identified as gifted .

by--
creativity tests'Tvould be overlooked. (79) Frank Barron echoed this

'. finding ,:tatirig that Mete are "many factors in creativity that bear only
slight ritaiionship to scores*.on conventional intelligence tests."' (3) In

..short.i. it seems the traditional measures of student ability fail to provide
.. _ .

reliable help with the identification ofthecreativelygifted and talented.
- While some tests for measuring creativity and divergent thinking have
been developed,-their effectiveness as predictors of creative achievement
remains, controversial issue. ...Cropler examined creativity tests as

. predictors of nonacademic attainment in creative areas such as art ;.muSic,
hieiature, and drama, five years .after administration of _the- tests: .flis 4

,:ifindings concurred with those ofTorrance; indicating that there is a
substantial longitudinal relationship' between scores on creativity tests
and nOnaeaderhic .. creative attainment. '(l5) Kogan and Pankove. on the 23



Other hand, St:tidied how accurately divergent thinking measures given in
elementary school predict nonacademic attainments in high' school and
fOund. the relationship to.be low.:Kbgan and Pankove suggest the most
Consistent data in their study showed a high relationship between
nonacademic attainment in tenth-grade and noria-ptdpis,:artainnietiriri
twelfth grade: (44) .

...-

Actual achievement of potentially gifted and ia.1eiited students in
creati ve and prOductivethinkingleems to be a gpcid predi or of future
success in creative areas. Wallach, states the "judgment by sophisticated
13-Ctit bai on creative work comes as close as one mayever be able to
get after all; to a valid index of civalityshort of awaiting the verdict of
history .' One method of identifying the creatively gifted; then, would be
to judge the quality of their creative works (83) Riasiards, Holland, and
Lutz demonstrated through their study that actual creative attainments in

. high school are continued through college and probably beyOnd. (66)
. . A second way to identify the creatively gifted that 4ceiVeS a good deal

of support from researchers is the use of biographical and autobiographi-
cal .itignitnents. Khatena; describing the use of. the Khatena-Torrance
Creative jercepti on Inventory, as a measure .Of potential creativity;

adolescen . It can alio be used to place individuals in appropriate
conchid that Sucha measure can be used to identify creative adults and

educational sittiafions; design programs; and for additional rev-arch. (43) ..
Davis and Rimm concluded that biographical inventories also pyjIe
good vehicles for identifying creatively gifted individuals 1l)
instruments may offer pro-am developers an opportunity to identify
potentially gifted and talented individuals in creative areas in gerie01
These creative abilities may then b/ more accurately assessed/ by
examination of actual creative attainm .../ent. .

Disadvjrtaged
The 'disadvantaged r has been defined in it aby ways John

Curtis Gowan defines as ditadvantaged those children "being reared by .'.
poor, loWer7class_native parents out of fin cultural. mainstream" (211:-
This .--definition allows us t6 'look beyond, the Black, 'Chicano, firs.1.
Ainericati, and Asian and include all who do not share in the material;
econ omic, and liducitional benefits .Of the majority: Although the
suggestions below are appropriate for the Mail:mu-mint. as well as the ..

disadvantaged, they ate essential for the disadvantaged because they. .

allow the gifted and talented in this group to participate in programs
designed to help diem_ achieye full potential. Carole_ aelvIcitibittin
stresses the need to identify the gifted disadvantaged and provide
appropriate programs. for tbem early on becaiiSe. "there has been a
well-docume nted geometric decline, across. urne, of disadvantaged
student performance." (17) .

. -. .
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7dertrifieatiohl.of the Disa-rlizanta Gifted
It is often difficult to the gi in diSadyantaged-grotips

priMafily because of the socioeconomic' and cultural tlifferences they-
display. ;Iv/lost of the commonly used r.Q tests have been standardized in
ornraunities of thiddie- or upper-class children, and.therefore do ,42,t take
tc atcount..sothe of the ccorioraic and cuitural.Jealiticg:in Many'.

-diiadvantage4communitier' r: , .
. Mercer examined the relationship between social and cidttiOlfactois

and IQ test results by studying the IQ scores: of a Foilpof Mick -children - -

from middle -class :fathilies. :These raiddle:clasS- were charicteti2ti.1 by
two parents, four or less children; father with an occupation rated-30 on
an occupational rating stale, and a Mother with aspirations for college for
the .children, She fotind the mean IQ of these Blackchildren matche.d the .

mean ItIof the white; middle-class children with whom the test hid Veen:
standardized: The spread of scores bn the test also matched. When she
replicated this snidyswith Chicanos; she fOund the same results: (S) One
difficulty hen; apparently lies with the economic and social kirels: After
twelve years of research Torrance found that indivrdualS frbm chsadVan-;
tiged groups performed as well as nondisadvantaged individUalS on the
Trance Tests of Creative Tlinkiri& _which contain ,many figural and
nonverbal items -without direct cultural associations, (78).

,During the First National Conference on tWe Disadvantaged Gifted;
1975, than authorities in the field shared suggestions our identifying
gifted individuals froth disadvantaged- groups-. citing the Cultural biases
and language depenc6citi .of the tradititigal IQ teits;sevetal experts_
suggested a. greater reliance on anecdotal ,ports and orCobwvation,e,
these 'Wren interacting' with their immediate environment. Stalling, -
for ex le; suggested using teacher --ciperVation and instruments
desi to relate sixtifically with the School environment; such as street
signs found within an eight block_radius, (21) In another article; Stallings

recommended that teachers shcitild rank students only in relationto their
classmates and that peer evaluations with a sociograxii should be dart of
The identificationjrncess: (74)

During. 'this- conference: Meeker suggested a modification- of the
Stanford - Binet Inteirtgence Test using her 'Structure of the Intellect

based Giaford's design.-In this model Meeker mOdified the
Stanford-Binet by focusing on the incfividlial characteristics of the
disadvantaged child: In summarizing the digenssions of identificationof

,Ine disadvantaged, ItenZtilli suggested using the Torrence Tests of
Thifiking, the efilpha _Biographical Inventory; and Mteker's.

Structure..Of the Intellect profile. Vexinia -Baldwin concurred with
list and added the Torrance-Ithatena ("What Kind of Person

Are iou?"). Inventory:131) These initruinents focus on the different
experrAires:of the disadvalitaged student through incIuSibn of biographi-
-CriiiiitthatiOn, creativity indices; and Modifitation of the standardized

U-1
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tests- to recognize, Characteristics of the disadVantaged.
While some attention has been directed to disadvantaged Blacks and

Chicanos, Chen and Goon indicate little has been directed to the
disadvantaged Asian; In their study they compared the identification of
gifted and talented with the test of the population using standardized
tests and teacher nomination. They fotind that the total number.of gifted
Asians was 11.8 percent across seven sixth-grade classes, compared with

- 4.75 percent in the normal population. In addition, they found that when
. the total number of Asians increased, so did the proportion of gifted;

while the reverse was true in the normal population. They iuggesteed
diretting more attention to individital behaviors, such as independent
its-earth and-creativeptojectajo-helpidentithe4iftedAsia2

Catherine Bruch has summarized the problems of identifying the gifted .

. among disadvantaged groups. First; the less a child is acculturated into
the mainstream;. the more closely the procedures of identification should .

reflect the child's own cultural background'. Second; the standardized test
instruments used should take into consideration the language of various
culturally:different groups. In addition, the _testing situation should
accommodate test-taking behaviors and anxieties of those being tested.

. Third, admitliStratorsand leachers are usually trained and-motivated to
work with middle class students and often have differer it expectations for
or lack sensitivity to individuals in culturally differentor disadvantaged
groups. Consequently, teachers and administrators working with the
disadvantaged or 'culturally different shOuld be sensitized to their needs
and characteristics so they can better identify those who excel. (9)

Although the suggestions above are directed toward culturally differ=
ent and disadvantaged groups, they could also apply to all potentially
gifted and talented individuals. Mostof the, suggestions mvolve focusing
attention on the individual's behaviors in relation to the characteristics
considered outstanding by a particidar group's standards. It is recom-
mended that one use multiple ctitetia for identification of gifted rather
than depending on one or two sources: The emphasis is on including all
potentially gifted individuals rather than onexcluding some students who

. may not be gifted and talented, Inclusion requires looking for signs of
giftedness and may err on the side of includingsthose who are not gifted.
Exclusion; on the other hand, focuses on keeping the nongifte-d out of the .

program and may result in excluding many .gifted along with the
ti notigifted. I believe it is more important to include the gifted than to

exclude the .nongifted; : .
.

Programs for the Disadvantaged Gifted
Successful programs for gifted disadvantaged children can take niany

forms; but all seem totake into consideration the unique situations shard
by disadvantaied students. In Gallagher's report of Riessman's sugges=
tions for programs for the disadvantaged gifted, the following ditac-

26 leristics are stressed: (a) .1mlruction should be primarily physical and
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rather than aural as it is in most middle class situations; (b) the
:initial focus should be on content rather than form, as these students need
the knowledge before they can explore the processes; (c) the curriculum
should be problem-centered rather than abstract-centered; emphasizing
inductive reasoning over deductive; and (d) the teachershiiuld pace the
instruction in a slow, careful, and patient manner rather than in a quick;
clever, and flexible way, as these students require structure and control:
(21) Alexuua Baldwin stressed the need to focus on problem-solving
using the students' cultural context; as well as the need to work from
lower cognitive levels to, higher ones, thus helping these students acquire
the skills necessary for success at the higher cognitive levels. Baldwin
Isccstressect wothirEcreativethinkinactivities._(1)

In his report, Torrance outlined a specific program designed to help the
disadvantaged gifted, especially in the areas of creativity: In this program
he stressed activities such as brainstorming about uses of common
objects; role playing; problem solving; and, work in specific creative
areas; such as music and creative writing. Finally; he has the, students
explore the future and design activities around this exploration. (78)

Stallings has outlined another approach for working with the disadvan-
taged gifteta four-phase prop.= revolving arOund occupational
gOals. In the first phase the studentS explore and plan occupational goals
with a great-. deal of assistance from the teacher. In phase two they work
with individuals from the community, examining specific occupations,in
depth. In the-third phase; the parents work with the teacher in an efforito
understand their own feelings and attitudes and their relationship with
their children. 'Finally; in phase four, the students are evaluated and
rewarded for having achieved the goals of the program. Stallings
emphasizes-that as the gifted-studet develops an area of 'interest,basic
skills in reading, writing, and art metic may 6e introduced and de-
veloped. (74)

Although educators have presented different programs for the disad-
vantaged gifted, some aspects are common to all programs. First; these
Students need to develop basic academic skills, since often they do not

,' acquire the necessary background for them at home. Second, there is a
strong emphasis on the concrete, the practical, and the farhiliar---
attempting to use the immediate environment and the student's own goals .
as part of the instructional program. As Passow suggested, the programs
should develop skills and work that involves the entire community, not
just the classroom: In addition; he stressed recognitionof language needs
and the "richness of Lultural differences" of the students: (59) We should
tememb-er, however, that these recommendations are general; and that
specific individuals have unique learning styles regardless of class or
economic_ situation, and the teacher ihould react apcordingly.

As with the suggestions for identification ,"-these recommendations:
would be valuable for all gifted and talented students,, but they are vital
for the disadvantaged and culturally different. ; 27
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Teachers
Who should teach gifted and talented students? ThiS question assumes

that certain teacher characteristics are Specially conducive to working
with gifted individuals. Afterriviewing the research and literature in this
topic; June Maker cited the following teacher characteristicsas generally.-

,, recommended: highly intelligent, flexible and creative; self, confident;
variety of interests, sense of humor; sympathy with problems of the
gifted, self=undeittancting; love of learning; facilitator rather than
director of learning. As Maker indicated; these characteristics would be
highly desirable in any teacher4 but they are vital in the te.*her of the
gifted. Of all of these traits; Maker highlights three as most. important
higlt intelligenceJniawledgefaubject-matter-,-and-einotonal-matunt
(48) Since gifted and talented students tend to he persistent in their search
fOr knowledgand especially perceptive of erroneous or superficial
answers; the teacher of these students needs hOth the intellectual
background to provide answers or direction and the emotional maturity to
be able to admit lick of answers. ,

%IMAM Bishop -explored the characterstics of teachers identified as
especially successful by their-gifted. students'. Many of his conclusions
reinforce Maker's list..emoticinaL maturity; preference for teaching the
gifted; and intellectual superibrity: He adds, however, othercharacteris-
tics: enthusiasm about the subject; pursuit of literary And cultural
interests; businesslike classreorn heharo, and preference for special
educational provisions for gifted students. (6) When McNary (1967)
studied the- relationship between teacher characteristics and change in
students' divergent thinking (prOviding a variety of alternative solutions)

And convergent thinking (looking for one solution); she discovered that
personality' characteristics such as emotional maturity; energy, and
perSistence were the most important factors in producing change
divergent thinking- For . changing convergent thinking, she found
subinisSiveness; dependence; alertness, and warmth to be the most
important:. (51) Solano. found that unless a teacher MS had some-
experience with gifted students, or courses in teaching the gifted, the
teacher = world- probably hold a titreetYped image of the gifted. This
image is usually negative toward gifted boys and positive toward gifted
girls. (73) In a similar snidy; Smidchens and Sala also emphasized the

c! need: for special training. and services in order to convert regular
classroom teachers into teachers of the gifted. (71)

. In -summary; the characteristics of the teacher are iniportaiit when .

selecting teachers for gifted and talented students'. The most valuable
traits are emotional maturity, high intelligence, wide variety of interests;
and desire to work with gifted individuals:. While many teachers 'Shared*
first three characteristics, .the teacher of the gifted must particularly have

. knowledge of and sincere interest in teaching gifted students: This is
important hob for developing curriculum and for maintaininga positive;

28 constructive attitude. -
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